
Weapons of War Dream with Warning of Darkness:  
1-7-23 @ 6:25 p.m. and 7:38 p.m., plus 1-8-23 @ 12:49 
a.m. & 5:31 a.m.

[January the 8th 2023 I had this dream. I laid down early because I was feeling a 
little under the weather but God is faithful. I feel much better today praise the 
Lord.
So I laid down about  5:40. And at 7:38 and 6:25. I had this dream then again on 
1-8-23 earlier this morning at 12:49 a.m. I had it again with more to it and then at 5 
31 am.
I had it again with more to it. Then there's also a word that goes with it. And also 
Lord willing I have a few bullet points with this I have laid down around 5 40 p.m 
because
I felt extremely tired I had sought you Jesus, if it was okay to lay down which you 
had told me “yes.”  I seek Him about everything. As I prayed over myself in my 
sleep I told you, my lovely Jesus, if there's anything else you wanted to show me 
or anything else I needed to give warning to, then I'm available. Make yourself 
available to the Lord. He loves to talk. He loves to spend time with you. My life is 
yours.]

 My lovely Jesus, I dreamed the same dream twice. First I woke around 6:25 p.m. 
and with this dream vivid and fully real, I asked you my love, my sweet holy Jesus, 
do I need to sit up and write what I had dreamed down.

“No, my love, my daughter. Get some more rest.”

“Okay, sweet Jesus,” I had said. As sleep begin overtaking me, as I began drifting 
off to sleep again, I said softly in my mind, “Jesus, if you want me to remember 
this dream then Holy Spirit my friend will bring it back to my memory as your word 
says in John 14:26 or you can give it to me again.” That's what I said as I was going 
off to sleep.

“Well, sweet Jesus, you did. You gave it to me again. The whole complete dream 
and I remember it as John 14 26 tells me I will if it's from you.  So, thank you Holy 
Spirit, my friend.” 

“You're welcome Daughter of faith, of grace, of mercy, of wisdom, of 
understanding, of love, and faithfulness.”



Now I'm standing also on Second Corinthians 13:1 which partly says out of the 
mouth of two more witnesses shall every word be established. “Here's a dream 
you gave me, my love, Holy Spirit. Take over and lead, please.” 

I dreamed I was in the mountains I grew up in that I love so much, at one of my 
sister's homes. Her house, which was our parents home, sits atop a hill in reality 
but in this dream is set high upon a mountaintop. I was there but she couldn't see 
me. I knew in this dream I'm here to observe. Only right now I am drawn to a large 
kitchen window above the sink. The curtains are parted and I can see out from the 
window a view of the mountains and houses located below here and there. It is 
dark outside, yet I see everything as if it's during the light of day. “Jesus, why am I 
here?”

I hear no response yet I feel a quick nudge. My Holy Ghost “knower” as I like to 
call it, when I get the feeling to keep watching outside. I sense something has 
happened but at a far distance, miles and miles away possibly. Yet I know it's 
about to show its ugly face or I would not be drawn to keep watching the outside 
view. Suddenly I see something in the distance that's moving and moving fast. I 
hear a low rumbling noise. It's a cloud. A huge grey mushroom cloud and it’s 
headed this way. 

“Oh Jesus! Oh Jesus!”  I see the cloud as it comes racing toward these mountains 
I love so well.  “Jesus!”  I screamed out. “You promised to protect this land and 
other areas in different places to keep as a safe area for your people to Worship 
You freely, as the end time progresses. What's happening?“

“It’s a bomb. A nuclear bomb that's been dropped on us this time.” My sweet 
Jesus responds. “I always keep my promises, my daughter, for I am truth and 
cannot lie because my Holy being can never contain sin. Now watch and I shall 
show you in the coming days how in some areas I shall keep my promises and 
protect that which I call mine, that are mine.” 

The Angry Cloud is billowing and coming fast. I felt myself bracing internally even 
though I know I am protected here, as a billowing toxic deadly cloud reaches the 
edge of the property line of this community, I see a yellowish glow become evident 
to my eyes that repels the cloud and it does not enter these mountains. I watch as 
it starts going over this area and I realize this community is covered by this yellow 
glow, as if we are inside a bubble. “It's the Angel Barrier! The Angel Barriers, 
Jesus! This is what you have shown me You would use to protect such places as 
this, but also to protect individuals that prayer has covered.” 

I watch as the whole sky is covered by this massive gray cloud that I can see in the 
distance, far beyond my natural eyesight's ability as if it has left a light layer of 



snow,
dirty snow, everywhere it passed outside of the Angel Barrier.

“Wow, Jesus! Your Angel Barriers are awesome!” I said in amazement as the cloud 
continued moving over the mountains. “Wait, Jesus. Why am I here? This would 
mean at least one of the coming weapons from the sky has fallen or something 
else caused this. Will your Bride, your true Bride be here to endure this?”  I asked 
Him in alarm.

“Little daughter of mine, in your heart you have wondered what it would look like 
when my Angel Barriers begin protecting against man's weapons of mass 
destruction powered by the nuclei. Even though you will not be here, my daughter, 
and even though you did not ask I have brought you here to witness it for yourself. 
Many of my own who are not ready for My return, even yet, after all they're about 
to go through upon your world as darkness of three days descends, also Who after 
my return have come and gone and they finally, finally repent, it's good for them to 
have an understanding of what is to come. Many of my children do not believe 
they will have to endure any type of testing in these days of trying of early 
tribulation. Yet they are fighting on every side the enemy like never before. This is 
part of it. Yet they choose not to see it. Now the world is about to enter a trying of 
tribulations times as three days of darkness descends. Even though My children 
shall have light and be protected, it does not mean it will not be a testing and 
trying for you as you sense the evil existence outside around you but never 
touching you, if you are obedient to Me and stay inside, obedience is the key to 
surviving in Me faithfully as you are safe inside your homes your minds will travel 
to those you love and know who are not with you. It'll be a time for My people to 
cry out for the lost as a whole body but also a time of witnessing to those unsaved 
or in a backslidden state and lead them to My loving arms. As those who are not 
saved but are inside endure the outer darkness, their minds will be attacked by 
fear. The darkness is the outer darkness from hell that demons exist in and is alive. 
The unsaved shall wail and gnash upon their teeth. They shall wail. Some will be 
driven to madness. Some will repent and return to Me. While others will even curse 
Me further and stiffen their necks further to my love. Rebellion has a powerful hold 
on many people. It is a wicked evil spirit that is equal to the sin of witchcraft in 
people. My people. My creation. But even in some who managed to hold on to 
their stiff-neck rebellious pride, upon coming out of the three days of darkness, 
only to enter into the nation of America of Babylon, and others into the hell of war 
on your Earth, some will finally relent, casting off their foolish pride and rebellious 
spirit. After all they have lost and been striped bare of, will bend their knees to Me, 
their holy God and creator, I will wrap them in My loving arms when they accept 
Me, Jesus, into their hearts and will begin healing their wounds. I will take care of 
Mine. Even those who are left behind. Leaving none alone as many shall give their 
life for My name's sake Jesus and my holy Word. Many, I say, but also the few left 



upon your world.”

[Okay, then I woke at that time and then I dream the dream again but with more to 
it. So after I dreamed to the point where Jesus was talking I woke at 12:49 a.m on 
1-8-23 this morning I dreamed the Angel Barrier I called it.]

The Angel Barrier dream -again this morning but with more to it and I have been 
laying here tossing and turning, praying about what I am seeing. This is the rest of 
the dream. I see a long narrow tube, of sorts, white in color. It isn't smooth but has 
grooves and indentions all upon it. There are three metal type handles, for lack of 
better words or fins, I don't really know, for them that sits near the top. Possibly 
there's another making a total of four. But I can't see the other side for verification 
processes. This is somehow being dropped from the sky. It separates to reveal a 
smaller but sturdier than metal type rod. The metal rod inside becomes separated 
from the white case and begins falling by itself. Falling swiftly to the ground 
making a deadly blow. Plus what sounds like a loud clap of thunder the moment it 
impacts the Earth. The results are massive and devastation and destruction are 
the results. Now the sky is full of many of them falling.

“Where are these, Jesus? What land are they descending upon? There are so 
many, Jesus.”

The ends of the rods appear to be flat and smooth. The metal rods smooth on the 
metal rods, so when it hits the ground it makes a good sturdy impact. Then I 
heard: “Rod of God.”  I'm seeing one rod. Rod of God. And dozed off back to sleep. 
I woke again on 1-8-23 at 5:31 a.m.. I had dreamed the same dream all the way 
through with the Rod of God with it. 

I dreamed the dream again of the mushroom cloud.  The metal rods that fall from 
the skies but also I saw what looks like 12 of these Rod of God. So the 12 it'd be 
Rods of God and what looks like 12 of these Rod of God or metal rods that are 
dropping from the sky as a weapon but they are divided into two groups of six. 
Each group, in this dream, are held together by a plastic holder that reminds me of 
what is used to hold the six pack of aluminum cans of Cokes or other soft drinks. 
When these metal rods hit the ground after being released from the heavens, the 
skies, each one does colossal damage. Major damage to whatever region they hit.

I hear the word: “titanium.” 

Even though they appear to be small in size and slender, they really are not. But 
they are thick and wide. They look like a light pole or telephone poles, something 
like that, inside. Even though they appeared to be small in size and slender, they 



really are not but thick and wide. They had looked that way from the side view. 
From the distance I was seeing them. After momentarily seeing the white round 
case that separated the metal rods, the Rods of God, I kept hearing also: “Hammer 
of God” are round. [And the Hammer Of God is something else and I believe it has 
to do with… it's in space but the Lord has not revealed all that to me yet.]

The Rods of God are round, smooth except for the handle pieces. I call them that, 
are near the top side when it's falling downward from the sky.

“Whose weapons are they, Jesus, my love? What country has these types of 
weaponry?”

“Your United States, My love, My daughter, but so does the bear. The land of the 
bear.”

“Russia, Jesus?”

“Yes, daughter. Russia.”

“Lord, they are grouped in groups of six. Are they six for both the U.S and Russia, 
or do they have more but six each is what they shall use some time in the near 
future, right?”

“Each country has the capability from their satellite in the skies, My heavens 
above, to drop the total number of six upon your planet.”

“But will they use them all?  Why do they cause so much destruction and 
devastation?”

“So do the weapons of the nuclear sort. Both cause mass destruction but the rods 
have not the poisonous side effects of the nuclear types.”

“Will they use them,Jesus?”

“Yes, daughter, they will. And with the force of their impact of those they use, 
combined with the force of the nuclear weapons that have been used, the Earth 
will no longer rotate or spin upon her axis smoothly but will stagger to and fro like 
that of a man full of strong drink.”

“Oh no, Jesus! Will they use all of them?”

 “No, daughter, but each side will use enough to affect the world's natural rotation 
that I have established for it upon its creation. Is it not found written within my holy 



1.

Word in the book of Isaiah that the Earth would do so. Yes, daughter, it is.”

“Jesus, it is in Isaiah 24:22.”

“Yes, daughter, it is.”

“How many will be released, Jesus? Where will they be released? What locations?”

“The ‘How many’ is of no need for you to know. At this time your nation shall 
already be greatly devastated by the use of the weapons of the nuclei. The land of 
the bear will have endured much damage in areas to their land as well. A time of 
deep sorrow for your world. This is a world that Antichrist shall reign and rule in. 
After the strikes and attacks on your land and your fall from dominant world power 
- all within the space of one hour - other nations will be clamoring for peace, in 
fear the earth will be totally destroyed. It is. They just don't realize it until a latter 
moment In time. A new Earth I bring down in the end that has never known the 
touch of sin or the sting of death. This I do for my people. My beloved people who 
were found faithful in Me.”

Revelation 20:4.
Psalms 3:3 
Acts 2:20-21
Matthew 25 30. 
John 14 26
2 Corinthians 13:1  
Exodus 10 21 23
Job 3:9
Zechariah 14:12
Deuteronomy 7:9. 
Job 5:14.
Job 12:25 
Luke 21:9
Acts 4: 10-12
Isaiah 60:2.
Revelation 6:9-11 
Revelation 7:14
Revelation 21:1-2 

and the few bullet points that I have

I knew from a previous dream that Angel Barriers are made of God's

glory and Jesus blood and appear yellow around an inanimate object



2.

3.

5.

6.

and clear to a body with life in it. To the eyes that see God allows to the eyes

 into a spiritual Realm. [and I believe that other dream was

“a nation”  or “a world that forgets God dream” -  I don't have the date on there 
but that is the one where the Lord showed me how

the Angel Barriers were made and nothing can penetrate them nothing.

I heard Rod of God when He was showing me the one metal rod in this dream.

I did a search and in reality there is a weapon called Rods of God which are a

kind of space-based kinetic energy weapon concept. 

When dropped the Rods of God,  made of tungsten can reach a maximum 
velocity of mach 10 at the end

stage and produce a kinetic energy equivalent to 11.5 tons of TNT when hitting a 
large target. Comparable to that of a tactical

nuclear weapon without causing any radioactive contaminations. it's just as bad 
number four due to the high speed and small radar

cross section. This weapon is extremely difficult to defend from.

 I heard “lithium” for the rods but it says they are made of tungsten.

So I prayed and talked with my lovely Jesus this morning and He said it is a 
combination of both lithium and tungsten

I don't know if that's for just Americas or Russia's or that's just all He told me 
lithium and tungsten.

 Both Russia and America had six of these Rods of God but I don't

know which I saw falling with the white case at first. It did not identify which



7.

country I was seeing and when I saw them grouped in six it was just the the rods 
with the little,

I call them handles or fins.

 I could see through the Angel Barrier but nothing from the cloud

touched the mountains in any way. It was protecting. So when I was looking up 
even

though I was looking in, you know outside, and  looking up at he cloud & all that 
smoke, that mushroom (cloud) was coming.

You could see it just going over that protective bubble area. It was a big. Covered 
the whole community area.

I'm not saying the name on purpose. That's the Power of our God. It's more than 
just here in Tennessee There's places God has called

that He's calling for safe places or Camps, some people call them camps, so that 
even during these times His

children can worship freely. They can be provided for and be protected. So seek 
the Lord. There are homes (also), it's not just camps set up. God will ensure that 
those that 

trust Him may (have a place.)

If you’ve been found with spot spot or blemish, undergarment with sin in their life, 
unrepented sin; maybe even sin they

didn't realize and again I'm gonna gonna hit unforgiveness and bitterness, those 
will keep you out of Heaven.

Because they are sin. Jesus is not going to take a sin-stained Bride with Him. 
That's why you repent often and you pray often. You pray without ceasing

Proverbs 3:5-6. it says “trust the Lord with all thy heart and lean not into their own 
understanding. In all thy ways



acknowledge Him and He will direct your path ” In other words pray without 
ceasing.

So you got to work keep to your mind on the Lord. Acknowledge Him. Put Him first

“Lord thank you for this day. Help me, Lord. You know. Lead Me, Lord. Let me be 
used. Lord keep me from falling into any

traps, in Jesus Name.”

Everything's prayed in Jesus Name. Jesus’ been given that Name above all names

God will take care of His own and He is already making arrangements for those He 
knows that's going to be left behind and those who are going to come to Him 
during that 

time. Because there will be true revelation saints but with that being said

I ask you pray and seek the Lord on all these things.

I have to warn, whether you receive it or not.  I have to warn. I answered to Jesus 
and I answer Him on Judgment Day and if I don't warn

and you don't make it to heaven then your your blood is on my hands. if I warn 
whatever you do with it is

between you and God. I will be obedient to my lovely of Jesus, regardless of the 
cost. I will I love Him. I love Him and I will serve Him to my

last breath. Whether it be in Rapture or whether it be in death. 

With all that's coming upon this world if you do not know Jesus, if you do not know 
Him as your Savior, if

you do not have that peace that passes all understanding,  I invite you today to 
accept Him into

your heart. Everything, everything you've done, if you've not blasphemed the Holy 
Spirit, if you have not taken the mark and I'm not talking

about the C-19 thing that is the preliminary, that is not the actual mark. That's still 



not good for you. Full of

many evil things and is building your body up to that (mark).  With that being said 
if you've not blasphemed the Holy Spirit - The Mark is not here yet, because the 
Antichrist  

is not in reign yet,  for that Mark to be up.

If you're still breathing and in some cases He can just bring you

back to life, there's still hope.  If you've murdered; if you've committed adultery; if 
you've sinned; if you're

harboring unforgiveness; if you've been a pedophile; that's still forgivable; it's still

forgivable. All you have to do is repent. Ask Jesus to come into your

heart. Wash you clean and forgive you. Mean it. Call Him Lord!  He is Lord of lords 
and Lord

of your life. It's that simple.

John 3:16  - one of the greatest verses - “for God so loved the world

that He gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever, whosoever,

whosoever calls on Him shall not perish, I promise but have everlasting life.” 

That does not mean once you get saved it's going to be easy. It means He will walk 
with you and help you

and that does not mean once you're saved you can keep committing sin.

If you commit sin after you've been saved, you need to go back to the cross and 
ask

forgiveness again, because your name can be blotted out or Moses would not have 
asked the Lord to

blot his name out when the Lord was going to strike the children of Israel and 



make a nation out

of him. ( I believe that's in Exodus… Exodus.. or Deuteronomy. Exodus,  yes.)

So I invite you to accept Jesus into your heart.

When you have Jesus as your Lord and Savior, everything you go through, you 
have

someone going through it with you but inside. That like when this world is a raging 
hurricane and it is

full of much tribulation, much damage, much you have this swirling like

tornado or hurricane - in the eye of that hurricane, in the eye of that tornado is

the perfect peace you can have of God - Philippians 4:7 “the perfect peace” and

the perfect peace God would pass on and the peace of God will pass is all 
understanding and the peace of God which

passes all understanding shall keep your hearts and minds of Christ Jesus

You can have peace in times of death; in times of war; in times of sorrow;

in times of hurricanes; in times of raging fires; you can have

the peace of God. You know how you keep it Isaiah 26:3 - “You will keep him in

perfect peace whose mind is stayed on You.”

If you don't have peace you need to refocus. If you know Jesus, keep your mind on 
Jesus.

Keep your mind on Jesus. Get your mind off of the things going on, focus on 
Jesus.

Jesus Is The Answer. Obedience is the key and when you love Jesus with all your

heart, being obedient is something you want to do. 




